ROBOTICALLY MOVES
IN MULTI
ALL 4 					DIRECTIONS
LIMBS
Robotic Rehabilitation Therapy System
The Quadriciser Robotic Rehabilitation
Therapy System® (QR2TS) is a medical
device that accelerates rehabilitation
and speeds treatment efficiency.
The body is designed to heal itself –
through movement.
The unique motion pattern of the QR2TS
helps recovery through neuroplasticity.
This allows neurons in the brain to
compensate for injury and disease by
creating new neuron pathways.
The QR2TS greatly benefits veterans
suffering from: TBI, ABI, Concussions,
Stroke, Parkinson’s, MS, ALS, and
more. Users report that the Quadriciser
improves gait, decreases pressure
sores, speeds wound healing, fosters
neuromuscular rehabilitation and reeducation, and eases depression.

Kerry Foster

MSGT. USAF Retired
Disabled Veteran
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Accelerate Recovery
Get Healthy faster with Proven Results!
High Hopes Head Injury Program has 14
Quadricisers in their Center.
First Brain Injury Program in the United States

“I can do an extension for someone that is contracted, but it’s very
labor intensive and takes an enormous amount of time. This machine
allows us to be able to adjust and work on extensions in less time”
			

- Mark Desmond

High Hopes Head Injury Director

U.S. Army Specialist Evan Mettie was injured outside of Mosul, from a
suicide bomber. The explosion caused severe traumatic brain injury. “It has been
a month now that Evan has had the Quadriciser and what a wonderful month it
has been. We have seen so many “small” changes in Evan and for a severe TBI
injury this is HUGE!”		
		

		

- Denise Mettie
Evan’s Mother

“The Quadriciser fills a needed and valuable gap in the system as far as
therapy for spinal cord injuries, neurological damages from strokes or other
debilitating illnesses. It is an excellent tool in the hands of a physical therapist.”
					
		

		

- John D. Staley, III, PT, CSCS

Champion Physical Therapy President

“This is worth my whole day. I haven’t been able to open my hand in over
15 years. I can open it by myself!”

					- Mr. Brooks
				

Ability Convention Visitor

Now is the time to install the QR2TS in
your home or in a facility near you.
Call 865.689.5003 Today!
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